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OASAC Meeting Minutes 
November 9, 2022 

Kalamazoo county Health & Community Services Building, Conference Room 361 
 

Called to order 3:40 pm by Kelly Quardokus, Chair 
 
In Attendance: Kelly Quardokus, Chair; Tim Charron, Vice Chair; Danna Downing, OASAC 
Member; Abby Finn, OASAC Member; Kimberly Middleton, OASAC Member; Stan Runyon, 
OASAC Member; Jim Rutherford, Health Officer; Deb Lenz, Deputy Health Officer; Don Saldia, 
AAA Program Director; Beverly Allen, CFI Program Manager; Cassie Bailey, Quality Assurance & 
Compliance Coordinator; Pamela McIntosh, Administrative Assistant 
 
Absent:  Dr. Ruth Bates-Hill, OASAC Member; Dr. Daniel Brauner, OASAC Member; Ann 
Brissette, OASAC Member; ReElla Burrell, OASAC Member; Dr. Angela Groves, OASAC Member; 
Dr. Margaret Hale-Smith, OASAC Member; Commissioner Mike Quinn; Commissioner Fran 
Bruder Melgar, Alternate; Lacey Charboneau, ACLS Bureau Field Representative; Sarah Osburn, 
Attorney; Denise Ulrich, Deputy Director of Financial Management & Administration  
  
Old Business 

• October 12, 2022 OASAC Meeting Minutes Approval: 
o Quorum to vote not met so this vote is postponed to December meeting  

 
Member Time 

• MSAC Report – Danna Downing, MSAC Delegate 
o The State Advisory Council on Aging (SAC) full report is full of current information 

about initiatives like helping solve the direct care worker shortage. There is also new 
terminology that aging in place is now aging in place in the community.    

o 4AMI and the lobbyist group need caregiver stories to share on the resource site and 
use for advocacy. Please collect them if you can and/or share your own.  

o The message now is that the Caregivers Virtual resource center will not be on the 
table during the lame duck session.  

o Future goals of SAC is to become more relevant, inclusive and linked to tangible and 
achievable objectives to effectively assist older adults. They’ve already set up a 
relationship with 4AMI and MSAC to share information and research. 

o Mary Balkema will present about the Housing for All millage update at the Vicksburg 
Rotary Club on November 18th with free lunch provided.  

o Tim Charron asked: Is the $7 billion in Covid relief funds still just sitting there? Danna 
answered: Yes. People at MSAC are monitoring it in case there is a supplemental 
budget or other opportunities.  
 Kelly Quardokus commented: Elderlaw of Michigan, which is part of the legal 

hotline for seniors that’s located in Lansing--used to have a caregiver grant for 
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caregiver resources and they had a specific hotline just for caregivers to call in. 
They might have some resources as far as stories are concerned. 
 

New Business 
 

OASAC 11.2022.pdf

 
 

• Spending Balance Reports 
o Grant SBR –September 2022. Fiscal Year: October 2021 – September 2022 

 This is the last month of the grant year 
 Target spending: 100%   
 Budget total: 74.13%  
 Care Management (CM)/Purchase of Service (POS): 78.85%  
 Contracted Services: 59.61% 
 Factors: Late 4th quarter influx of funds mainly in meals/nutrition services.  
 We are monitoring DCW availability. The current wait is 30-60 days for Care-

Managed Clients. 
 Contract Updates: we recently have extended provider contracts. Many 

increased their rates. Spending increase will be approximately 22% 
 Kelly asked how that translates to dollar amount. Beverly replied that with 

grant respite services we billed $14,862 for September. With the new rates it 
would be $18,708 for a difference of almost $4,000. Kelly asked how many 
hours of service is that amount for? Beverly replied that it was for 22,896 
units of service, so roughly 5,000 hours. 

 The increase of salary & fringe benefits from the salary market study 
 Tim asked what the range is that is paid to the providers. Beverly answered 

approximately that the rate has gone up, but she hasn’t memorized the new 
number. In the past it was $20-$24. Some have moved up to $30 rate. 

 ACLS is now allowing for a 100% rollover for some of our grants, even though 
we are still in a public health emergency. We will be able to allocate a lot of 
our unspent money next year to our grant funding services.   
 

o Millage SBR – September 2022. Fiscal Year: January 2022 – December 2022 
 We are ¾ of the way through the calendar year in which this report runs  
 Target spending: 75% 
 All services: 60.48% 
 Provider spending (blue): 73% for calendar year (financial reports run on a 

calendar year, but the contracts for the services run on the fiscal year). The 
average for contract cycle is 96.57% with fiscal year target of 100%.  
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 Purchased Services: Total is 49.23% with personnel ($550,000) at 39.49% and 
POS Budget YTD at 57.00%. Staffing continues to affect POS budget 
utilization. 

 Planning: there will be increases in enrollments & services pending new hires 
 POS spending continues to be dependent on staffing and DCW availability.  

We still have three vacant care management positions (45 per caseload each) 
and one vacant Lead Care Consultant position.  

 Contract updates with increased rates will increase spending  
 Increase in salary and fringe benefits will also increase spending 
 Tim asked if we will be more competitive with wage increases? Don replied 

yes and he is hopeful that it will also help retain staff 
 Kelly asked what the update is for the ability to work from home. Jim 

Rutherford replied that it is up to each division manager to determine that. A 
lot of our positions don’t lend themselves to hybrid scheduling within Health 
& Community Services, like nurses. Some of Don’s positions may allow for 
hybrid. HCS is unique in that we are more customer service and client-based, 
as opposed to the finance department and human resources department. 

 Kelly commented that it was her understanding that a couple of candidates 
were not interested in the positions because they couldn’t do services from 
home. Jim replied that he leaves that up to the respective division managers. 

 Kim Middleton commented that she went to a AAA conference a month ago 
and a good number of them work remotely, like Senior Alliance. Their social 
workers almost never come in because they can do everything they need to 
do from home. And they don’t have any issues serving people. Jim replied 
that his issue with remote work vs. in-person work is that he doesn’t feel that 
the county has presented an equitable proposal. For instance, if a social 
worker is allowed to work from home and a nurse isn't, is there equity there? 
Because one has to get up and physically come to work. It's more time out of 
their day and there's a cost associated with gas. Those elements have not 
really been vetted. I realize that we can’t not do it altogether, but if we were 
to do it with an entire portion of staff, then equity needs to be addressed. 
Kelly commented that she doesn’t think anyone is advocating for a total 
switch-over, they just want some type of hybrid to attract more candidates. 
 

• Senior Millage Fund Balance 
o We were able to get final figures on the senior millage for calendar years 2019, 2020 

and 2021 for total expenditures, yearly budget and total revenue. These are official 
numbers that have been audited and can be found here: 
https://www.kalcounty.com/finance/cafr.html 

o The total unspent funding from 2019-2021 is $3,097,871.58. 
o We do not have exact numbers for 2022 because we've yet to complete the year 

and those numbers have yet to be audited. When these numbers come in, it could 

https://www.kalcounty.com/finance/cafr.html
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increase the total revenue. The high estimate would be a revenue of $4.5 million for 
2019-2022. 

o Tim asked: The budget is only about 80% of projected revenues? Don confirmed that 
was correct. Jim commented that the amount of money that we’ve allocated for 
yearly budget has been conservative. We’re garnering more revenue than was 
projected when we developed this millage, so there needs to be some adjustment to 
the budget. And that is underway. Don commented: If you look at that $3 million 
figure and compare what was not spent from what was budgeted, that only 
contributes about 13% of that fund balance. So, 87% of it is simply additional 
revenue as compared to what was funded. 

o Tim asked: So, only 13% of that $3 million was from what you could spend during 
the pandemic and so much more of it was from unexpected increase in revenues 
and increased millage collected? Don replied: Yes, the total expenditures including 
that grant match requirement.                                                                                                        

o Kelly asked: It took us from the first revenue for the first year of $2.9 million to get 
that up to the yearly budget. But since that time, it has gone up. We’ve budgeted 
almost $1 million less than what we collected. So, now, in the later years (of the 
millage), if we know that we have this budget that's coming in on a regular basis that 
is at least as much as it was the first year, why is there the big disconnect with the 
budget at this point? Because we've got this money built up that’s sitting there. Why 
wasn’t more put into the budget from the beginning? Because we can only spend 
our budget, right? Don replied: Correct. Programmatically, we can only spend what’s 
allowed in our budget. Jim added: From a finance lens, there are two things. First, a 
conservative administration has been in place. Secondly, if they’re looking at our 
budget performance and they see a bunch of unfilled positions, they’re naturally 
going to say, well we're not going to increase this because they're not able to spend 
what we provided to them.” Kelly asked: But where do they think it's going to go? 
Jim replied: I think we’re being much more proactive now in terms of spending down 
the budget. Tim commented: Rarely does the tax base go down so your revenues are 
going to continue to climb. Jim added: Look at the difference between 2020 and 
2021, it’s miniscule. Good accounting is still going to factor in, we do want some 
contribution to the fund balance, but we don’t want the contribution that has led to 
where we’re at now.  

o Kelly asked:  When is the 2023 budget set for the county? Don replied: We’re 
working with our finance team right now in terms of building out our budget, 
expenses, recurring services and revenue.   

o Kelly commented: I would like for there to be budget guidance based on revenue 
which we have not known before. Because the budget is based on the revenue. But 
as you can see there is no rhyme or reason, there’s no calculation that’s being done 
that we can see, that revenue is this and your budget is this. What we need to know 
as a program going forward is, total revenue is great but what’s my number out of 
this that I’m going to be working with?  When can you get me those numbers? And 
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what I’m hearing is that you can’t get those numbers until they’re audited which 
takes time and isn’t done until summer.   

o Jim added: It’s about an 8-month process. The recent data of three years gives us a 
pretty good understanding of what we can anticipate with revenue. 
 

• Allocation Plan for $3,465,000 
o This plan allocates 98% of our fund balance 
o Currently, $2,250,000 has been allocated for one-time purchases for senior related 

goods and services. It has been approved by the Board of Commissioners and there 
is an active RFP for it for selection and allocation. On November 18 we will get 
notification on the actual bids 

o Future Planning allocates an estimated total less than or equal to $1,215,000. 
 This includes for some recurring contracted and purchased services 
 Direct Care Worker Support like the “hazard pay” by the state, which would 

make our senior millage clients more likely to receive those services  
 Aging Veteran Support to provide expanded services for targeted veteran 

seniors by working with our Veteran Services Office 
 Central Services Costs of 10% of allocated amount, roughly $335,000 

o Kelly asked about the process for awarding contracts. Don replied that a mixed 
group from AAA, HCS and the finance department is involved in scoring the quality 
of contracts. AAA then recommends contract awards to the finance department and 
that is negotiated 

o Kim Middleton asked: So, your recommendation is not always followed? Don replied 
that there have been many discussions and compromises. Kelly added: Yes, their 
(AAA) recommendation was not always followed. The finance department are not 
grant managers so perhaps there should be more give and take regarding 
recommendations. 

o Kelly commented: There is an inherent conflict in my mind when the surplus to that 
stays in the account and the county receives the interest in their general funds. On 
$4.1 million. In my mind, it’s an inherent conflict for finance to set the amount if 
they go against what was recommended. I believe they had the override where 
compromise had to be done for how the money should be dispersed. Jim replied: I 
think that's one perspective. I don't think that there's anything that was done in a 
nefarious manner. Kelly interjected: I agree 100%. Jim continued: My perspective is 
that finance staff have no programmatic acumen. They don’t know what my staff 
knows. They don’t know the needs assessment. So that shouldn’t be an entity that 
should weigh in on that at all. Kelly replied: Yes, I agree. But because $4 million is 
still in there and the county general fund is getting a big chunk off that from interest. 
So, we want to make sure that the inherent conservativeness in finance doesn’t 
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again create this big surplus again. So, I think we have to get that money out into 
services, like Don said. That is what is most important here. And getting that back on 
track with this new administration. Jim replied: And it is.  

o Tim added: I think we need to find a way to expand what we allocate into where. I 
think we’re narrow. Kelly replied: Yes, I agree. Because I think we talked at one time 
about having a miscellaneous category to allow more creativity and allow smaller 
entities to come forward with different ideas. For the Area Agency on Aging there is 
criteria that must be met and sometimes that can be a stumbling block for the 
smaller organizations. Tim added: The senior millage should be removed from some 
of those criteria because it’s a separate entity. Kelly replied: It is. But the way that it 
is written, it's under the AAA criteria. Which is why I'm bringing it up is because next 
year, 2023, we have a new millage. We need to take the lessons that we have 
learned from this one and carry it forward. This body is not instrumental in that but 
we as citizens of this county are going to be asked to vote on that and if we want to 
work better for our seniors, we need to make those tweaks to it. We didn't know six 
years ago. Now we know. We have some lessons learned and I think we need to use 
them going forward. Jim replied: I can assure you that AAA and the county 
commissioners wants the support of this body. It won't work otherwise so I think 
that that methodology that you're alluding to needs to be institutionalized into the 
process so that we are learning and we're getting better. Remember, we started 
with a process without the institutional knowledge in terms of staffing. We weren't 
grant makers. But because of this millage, the housing millage, and future millages, 
we have to grow and get better. This is an opportunity to reflect that. 

o Kelly asked: How are you going to coordinate veteran expanded services with the 
Veterans Administration in Battle Creek and the health care services that are 
provided already? 

o Lauren King, division manager for the Veteran Services Office at HCS spoke about 
the need for expanded services for veterans 60+ for dental, vision and hearing 
benefits. The VA will only provide dental care if you have a service-related dental 
issue with teeth only, not jaw, or if you are in their homeless program. Also, many 
veterans aren’t eligible for VA vision and hearing benefits and are unable to get 
hearing aids. The primary focus would be for dental care since there are not many 
services available. Kelly added: Dental is something we talked about before for 
seniors in general, too. Don replied: What we're hoping is that when we develop the 
veteran senior support, it is expanded as a recurring type of service to make it more 
efficiently and more effectively deliverable to more veterans. Tim asked: Isn’t the 
problem getting vendors or providers to do the service? Kim added:  Yes, it seems 
like we offered that before and no providers applied for it. Don replied:  Yes, that 
was because when we initially rolled this out, we only had $50,000 allocated for that 
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and providers weren’t interested. Now, when November 18 rolls around and we 
have our RFP for the 2.25 million completed, we'll see who bids for those services. 
I'm curious to see how many of those will be related to hearing, dental, vision and 
the monetary amount that they’re requesting.  

 
• Advising 
 Fund Balance Utilization advice from board workgroups; DCW Support & Senior 

Needs Assessment 
 What are other identified needs that could be met with the Fund Balance? 
 What other questions or advice do you have regarding the Fund Balance or 

December 6 Board of Commissioners meeting 
 Kelly asked: The RFPs have to be in by November 18th. What is the timeline of 

awards for that? Don replied: Everything in the planning section is more 
flexible. Jim added: We don't know procedurally if, for instance, the veterans 
senior support has to go through an RFP or for a sole source because it's two 
programs within under the umbrella of the HCS, so we could potentially 
expedite that work. Some of the other stuff like the direct care worker 
support, we have to have a clear understanding of how laborious that's going 
to be. Because it sounds like it's a little arduous for those types of 
reimbursements.  

 Kelly commented: My concern would be to make sure that it doesn't overlap 
with other things that are going on. What I hear is that the hazard pay that 
the state gives to the workers is not being done for the AAA millage program. 
So, when you're calling to say we have this client that needs these services, 
the agency is saying, “Well is it a millage client or is it a AAA client?” If it’s a 
AAA client, those people are going to take those cases because they know it’s 
an extra 2 bucks an hour. The other thing that's not on this list is dental, 
vision and hearing always show up on senior needs assessments because 
Medicaid doesn't cover them. Dental is always something that is needed. I 
also think transportation is lacking from this list. After every single new study 
that we've done, it shows up as a top three need. Jim replied: We reached 
out to Shawn at Metro Transit. Don and I will be having some conversations 
with him soon because he's got some needs that are unmet. Kim added: And 
with the vans that they lend out, the hardest part is finding volunteers to 
drive them. Whether it's a Senior Center or a senior housing complex, they 
can’t find people to drive them. Kelly added: So, maybe part of that would be 
transportation with a training program to provide a chauffer’s license. Don 
replied: We do have transportation already built into the current plan at 
about $770,000. We do have transportation as a contracted services with our 
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regular funding. This allocation plan was specific to ask, could we purchase 
an actual vehicle? Would that expand transportation services to seniors?  

 Tim added: In terms of input regarding expanding services, one of the things 
that’s preventing us from expanding services is just the fact that a lot of 
these potential providers don't have the money upfront. Don replied. Let's 
say we do have an RFP or an Amplifund process, a fair question could be, “to 
initiate services, do you need start-up funding?” And then on the back end 
working with our finance and purchasing departments, we’d need to see 
what that would look like. Right now, it is basically a reimbursement.  

Public Comment Time 
• None 

Action Tracker: Updates 
• None 

Action Tracker: Completed 
 

Action Assigned Follow Up/Update 

Request Information on 
interest gained by the 
senior millage, broken 
down by year.  

Kalamazoo County 
Finance Dept. 
7/13/22 

9/2/22 From Finance Department: “No 
interest to date has been paid the 
Millage Fund Balance.  In September of 
2022, the Treasurer’s office will make 
the interest journal entry for 1/2022 
through 8/2022.  This process will 
continue moving forward, as long as the 
FB remains over 1M.” 
 
10/10/22 From Finance: “Journal entries 
are used to record monetary amounts 
deposited into the general funds. This 
has not been completed by the Treasury 
Office. The journal entry for 1/2022 – 
8/2022 is currently being processed. 

 
Questions & Discussion 

• Kelly commented: I think a major concern is that there are not enough people to drive, 
to serve, to care for seniors. I don’t know if money can help that.  

• Kim added: I wanted to share that as of October 1st the Portage Zhang Senior Center on 
the first Wednesday of every month is giving office hours to the AAA from 9 to noon, in 
our Wellness room, where any member can drop in ask questions and get resources. 
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Don's been there twice. This last time, especially since it has been in our newsletter, he 
had some really good feedback. This is from one of our members: “As I mentioned I 
would like to thank you the Senior Center and the Area Agency on Aging for having the 
opportunity this week to meet in-person with their representative Mr. Don Saldia, 
Division Chief. It was so great to have a face-to-face meeting about several of my 
concerns. Mr. Saldia was extremely helpful with immediate as well as follow-up 
information which I greatly appreciated. He was well organized and efficient and had 
relevant materials right at hand and was an attentive listener as well as very welcoming. 
At no time did I ever feel rushed. Hopefully the Portage Zhang Senior Center will make 
this opportunity available for members on a consistent basis forthcoming. I cannot 
stress enough how wonderful it is to have access to county services directly like this, 
particularly with the recent continuing COVID challenges for most if not all agencies and 
staffing very essential programs. Last, though there have been wonderful PSC services-
related classes offered in the past, since this particular agency is at least at present 
offering face-to-face appointments, I wonder if an Area Agency on Aging one time 
summary or overview of their services to our members might be timely. Just a thought. 
But it seems like the response to this new face-to-face option might be heightened by 
that. Again, my gratitude to you all and thank you sincerely for all that you do to 
improve members quality of life.”  It's nice to see that people are noticing and utilizing 
those hours. 

• Danna asked: Is the grant match 100% paid for by the millage? Could you at some point 
talk about the power of that? I think it would be a strong point in the community. Don 
replied 

• Kelly added about getting the word out about the MMAP program and Options 
Counseling 
 

Meeting Adjourned 5:09 PM 
• Motion to adjourn: Kim Middleton, seconded by Danna Downing  
• Voice vote: 6 yea, 0 no, 0 abstain 

 
 
Respectfully submitted by, 
 
Pamela McIntosh, Administrative Assistant 


